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ABSTRACT 

Three head-end processes are being developed for thorium-base power reactor 

fuels. The processes are: shear-leach for metal-clad oxides and either gr ind- leach 

or burn-leach for graphite-base High-Temperature Graphite Reactor (HTGR) fuels. 

The shear-leach process is being used in the first commercial fuel processing plant; 

further development is necessary before selecting a process for graphite-base reactor 

fuels. 

During the past year, shear-leach studies were made on secondary problems 

associated wi th the process. These studies include calculat ion of the fuel temperature 

during the various process steps, measurement of the release of krypton and trit ium 

during processing, the zirconium-metal fines safety problem, development of an 

instrument for monitoring hulls for leaching losses, and shearing tests on second-generation 

fuel elements. 
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Gr ind- leach process studies were done in the laboratory and in small-engineering-

scale experiments with unirradiated HTGR fue l . Grinding, leaching, and washing 

conditions have been determined for satisfactory recovery of the uranium and thorium. 

Engineering problems associated wi th grinding graphite and f i l ter ing graphite slurries 

ore also being studied. 

For the burn-leach process, estimates were made of the fission-product act iv i ty 

In the off-gas from a f lu id ized-bed burner. Fission product behavior and other problems 

associated wi th burn-leach processing are being studied In hot-cel l experiments. 

Other studies include protactinium recovery by adsorption on unfired Vycor 

gloss, and chemical and engineering studies of a close-coupled processing plant in 

which simpl i f ied, low-cost, l imited-decontamination processing methods ore used to 

prepare feed materials for on associated fuel- fabr icat ion plant operated by remote control . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent development work at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) on 

thorium fuel processing has been primari ly concerned with head-end processes and with 

conceptual studies of close-coupled processing and fabrication plants. The purpose of 

this report is to summarize the Information developed in the post year. 

For the metal-clad (U-Th)02 fuels, a shear-leach process Is the preferred head

end process and is very nearly fu l ly developed for industrial appl icat ion. We are now 

doing work on secondary problems that deal w i th operating safety and convenience and 

problems associated wi th newer fuel types. The Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) sheor-leoch 



operating experience w i l l be avai lable soon; therefore, our program w i l l be de -

emphasized in the near future. 

For the graphite-base High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) fuels, 

we are developing both a bum-leach process and a gr ind- leach process. Each process 

is feasible but has several major problems that require solution before the processes 

can be considered for plant-scale use. The principal problem In the bum-leach 

process is cleanup of the burner off-gas. Cleanup is required to remove fission products that 

are vo lat i l ized at elevated temperatures in the burner and to remove entrained part iculate 

material. For the gr ind- leach process, the problems are storage of highly act ive graphite 

waste and the extra head-end steps to remove soluble organic compounds before solvent 

extraction. At present, we prefer the burn-leach process and ore developing the g r ind -

leach process primari ly as a backup for fuels having refractory coatings, such as SIC and 

A I2O3, on the fuel particles. Obviously, the head-end process selection for HTGR 

fuels may be strongly inf luenced by factors such as plant capacity, or by major changes 

in fuel design. For example, w i l l the fuel particles be easily separated from the 

structural graphite? What scheme w i l l be used to separate bred •̂ '̂ *̂ U from the '^'^^U 

part icle which contains ^'^°\J after Irradiat ion? Since the HTGR concept is several 

years away from large-scale, multlreactor explo i tat ion, i t is premature to make a choice 

between the two head-end processes. 

Solvent extract ion, using the Acid Thorex process. Is considered the best method 

of recovering uranium and thorium. No development work has been done recently on 

the Ac id Thorex process, although some work w i l l be done In the near future as part 

of our close-coupled process studies. 
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The results of the in i t ia l phase close-coupled process program Indicate that 

continuous solvent extraction Is the best processing choice, even for low-decontamination 

processing. Preliminary cost information Indicates that processing In a small, close-

coupled plant may cost no more than the published costs for processing the Indian Point 

Th02 core in the Nuclear Fuel Services plant. This Is on encouraging comparison for 

such a small plant. However, thorium processing and remote fabrication ore st i l l more 

expensive (—30%) than the low-enrichment uranium fuel cycle for water-cooled reactors 

Having demonstrated a case for close-coupled plants, we w i l l now study advanced con

verters, such as the HTGR's, where the advantages of thorium fuels over low-enrichment 

uranium can be real ized. 

2. SHEAR-LEACH PROCESSING 

2-5 
The shear-leach process has been intensively Investigated at ORNL and is 

being used by Nuclear Fuel Services to process power reactor fuels clod wi th stainless 

steel or zirconium alloys and containing cores of UO2, T h 0 2 - U 0 2 , U-Mo a l loy , or 

Th-U alloy. 

The process consists of several basic steps (Fig. 1): fuel element disassembly, 

shearing the fuel into short lengths to expose the core, loading sheared fuel Into baskets, 

leaching, monitoring the leached cladding (hulls), and waste packaging and disposal. 

/ 
Sheor-leoch has been successfully demonstrated wi th unirradiated prototype thor la-

urania and uranla-beorlng fuels on an engineering scale and wi th Irradiated fuel pin 

5 _ 5 
samples in hot -ce l l experiments. In the engineering-scale demonstration, perforated 

baskets containing 18 to 36 kg of sheared unirradiated T h 0 2 - U 0 2 fuel were leached 
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in 8 to 26 hr wi th losses of only 0 . 1 % . Unirradiated UO2 leaches In about one-

eighth the time required for T h 0 2 - U 0 2 under roughly comparable conditions, and 

hot -ce l l tests demonstrated that irradiated T h 0 2 - U 0 2 dissolves signif icantly faster 

than unirradiated fuel . Other tests showed that from 1 to 5% of the ZIrcaloy 

cladding as well as 60 to 80% of the -10 mesh ZIrcaloy fines (less than 1 % of the 

cladding weight) generated by shearing dissolves in the boi l ing leachont [13 M H N O o — 

0.04 M HF—0.4 M A 1 ( N 0 3 ) 3 ] . The presence of the dissolved zirconium decreased the 

dissolution rote of the thoria but not enough to seriously af fect the overall leaching time. 

Since the primary development of the shearing and leaching process Is completed, 

recent shear-leach development work has been on secondary Items. The recent invest i 

gations are discussed In the fo l lowing sections. 

2.1 Estimation of the Fuel Temperature During Shear-Leach Processing 

The Internally generated heat from fission product decay may result in high fuel 

temperatures detrimental to the fuel or equipment during sheor-leoch processing. This 

was evaluated by computer calculations for fuel irradiated to burnups of 8,000 to 50,000 

Mwd/metr ic ton at specific powers of 10 to 70 kw/kg wi th cooling times ranging from 

180 to 1080 days. Cooling was by radiation and natural convection to the surrounding 

medium. In the calculat ions, a Yankee Atomic fuel subassembly was selected to 

represent a typical power reactor fue l , but the results ore equally applicable to thorium 

oxide fuel . The subassembly consisted of a square bundle of thir ty-six 0.302- In. -OD 

by 120-In.- long U 0 2 - f I l l e d stainless steel fuel rods on 0.422-in. centers and was 

assumed to be Irradiated to a burnup of 20,000 Mwd/metr ic ton at a specific power 



of 23 kw/kg and cooled 180 days. The fuel temperature was calculated for the 

vert ical fuel subassembly in the storage canal, for the horizontal fuel element in air 

In the dismantling cel l and In air in the shear feed envelope, and f ina l ly os sheared 

fuel stored in air In a 16-basket array wi th baskets of 5 - , 7.75-, and lO- In . - ID 

(Table 1). The results indicate there Is no danger that the fuel or clod w i l l melt. 

With the possible exception of the calculated temperature of 548°F for the hottest 

fuel In the shear envelope, overheating should not be a serious problem for the shearing 

equipment. In any case, the temperature of the fuel In the shear envelope could be 

lowered considerably by forced ai r cool ing. 

2.2 Krypton and Tritium Release During Shear-Leach Processing 

Hot-ce l l experiments were conducted to measure the release of krypton and 

g 

tr i t ium during sheor-leoch processing. Several stainless-steel-clad prototype Consol i 

dated Edison fuel samples containing high-density (96% of theoretical) pellets of 

96% T h 0 2 — 4 % fu l ly enriched UO2 Irradiated to 25,000 Mwd/metr ic ton were 

sheared In special hot -ce l l equipment. The first cut released 0.03% of the calculated 

amount of tr i t ium and 0.5% of the Kr; mult iple shearing Into 1/2- in. segments 

released a maximum of 0.26% of the trit ium and 1.07% of the Kr. Tritium was 

released very slowly by the sheared material on standing. Only 0.26% of the tr i t ium 

escaped In the dissolver off-gas when the sheared fuel was dissolved In boi l ing 

13 M HNO3—0.1 M A1(N03)3—0.05 M HF. The balance of the ^^Kr was released 

during dissolution but was not measured. Tritium oxide dist i l lat ion during boildown 

of the dissolver solution to remove excess acid was direct ly proportional to the amount 
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Table 1. Calculated Fuel Temperatures During Sheor-Leoch Processing 
of Stalnless-Steel-Clod UO2 Fuel 

Fuel Temperature (''F) 
Operat ion or Process Step Typical Power Highly Irradiated 

Reactor FueP Short-Cooled Fuel 

Canal storage 

Mechanical disassembly 

Shear-feed envelope 

Sheared fuel stored in 
16-basket array: 

5 - I n . - ID baskets 

7 - 3 / 4 - i n . - I D baskets 

lO- In . - ID baskets 

° Burnup 20,000 Mwd/metr ic ton at 23 k w / k g , 180-day-coolIng. 

^ Burnup 50,000 Mwd/metr ic ton at 70 k w / k g , 180-day-coo l ing. 

71.5 

150 

350 

Centerl ine Surface 

491 324 

720 453 

924 575 

75.5 

191 

548 

Centerl ine Surface 

852 548 

1244 773 

1586 979 

/ 
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evaporated. After rect i f icat ion of the acid dist i l late and high- level extraction wastes, 

most of the tr i t ium would eventually be discharged as a low- or intermediate-level waste 

stream, thus complicating low-ac t i v i t y - leve l waste disposal. Extrapolation of these 

data Indicates that 1 curie of tr i t ium would be released in the head-end off-gas for each 

metric ton of heavy metals sheared and dissolved, and hence should not be a significant 

off-gas problem. 

Similar gas release experiments were made wi th prototype PWR fuel specimens 

containing high-density (93% of theoretical) UO2 pellets clad In ZIrcaloy-2 and 

irradiated to 40,000 Mwd/metr ic ton. These fuel pins were also sheared Into 1/2- in. 

segments and the exposed fuel was dissolved in 4 M H N O 3 . Shearing released 7.43% 

of the calculated fission y ie ld of t r i t ium, and only 0.13% of the total tr i t ium was 

carried by the dissolution off-gas. Total release of trit ium during the shearing and 

leaching of 1 metric ton of UO2 fuel would amount to about 37 curies, which does 

not appear to be a signif icant off-gas hazard. 

The amount and composition of the undissolved residue after leaching and after 

the feed adjustment boildown were determined for the pins containing T h 0 2 - U 0 2 . 

The leaching residue amounted to 0.58 wt % of the original fuel and consisted 

pr inc ipal ly of s i l ica, alumina, and corrosion products wi th 0.74 wt % Mo, 0.23 wt % 

Z r - N b , 0.01 wt % Sb, and insoluble uranium and thorium representing a 0.05% loss. 

Antimony was the principal radiation emitter. During feed-adjustment boi ldown, a 

residue precipitated that represented about 0.6% of the weight of the original fuel 

and contained molybdenum and zirconium plus a uranium loss of 0.02% and a thorium 

loss of 0.05%. 
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2.3 Safety Studies on Sheor-Leoch Processing 
of Z i rca loy-2—Clad Fuel 

The safety problems associated wi th the zirconium metal fines produced by 

obraslve-dlsk sowing and produced by shearing the fuel rods are being investigated. 

Z i rca loy -2 particles produced by both wet and dry abrasive cutt ing and contain

ing the abrasive particles produced by disk wear In a volumetric ratio of 1 port 

Z i rca loy -2 to 7 ports abrasive particles were subjected to spark-ignit ion tests in air 

w i th a 20,000-v spark. The spark tester did not ignite any of the eight size fractions 

which ranged from 4760 to <44 ^J. Electron probe analysis showed that most of the 

f iner particles hod been converted to the oxide in both the wet and dry abrasive cutt ing 

tests and were nonreoctlve. Thus, particles produced in a sawing operation and di luted 

wi th abrasive disk debris are considered safe to handle and store. 

Shearing an 8-by-8 tube array of Z i rca loy-2—clad UO2 in air produced about 

one to three low-energy sparks per cut and did not seem to present a f ire hazard. 

Following shearing, the UO2 was dissolved In 6 M HNO3, leaving the ZIrcaloy-2 

fines behind. Analysis of the fines showed that, during shearing and leaching operation, 

the metal hod not been oxidized and only a small amount, i f any, of the fines hod 

dissolved. Spark testing in air showed that ZI rca loy-2 particles larger than about 

150 H / ' " diameter did not react; however, particles smaller than this reacted wi th 

increasing violence as the part ic le size decreased. It is estimated that about 0.45 kg 

of Z i rca loy-2 particles in the potent ial ly hazardous size range of <400 |J IS produced 

by shearing 1 ton of fue l . As to thoria fue l , from 60 to 80% of the -10 mesh 

5 
(approximately <1680 | j ) ZIrcaloy particles ore dissolved per pass wi th Thorex reagent ; 
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thus, the fines do not seem to constitute a hazard for processing ZI rca loy-2—clad 

thorium fue l . However, in sheor-leach processing of Z i rca loy-2—clad UO2 fuels, 

these potent ial ly hazardous particles may accumulate in the equipment, since they 

ore not readily dissolved in 6 M HNO3. Here, periodic dissolution of the accumulated 

fines wi th H N 0 3 - H F - A I ( N 0 3 ) 3 solution, or d i lut ion wi th inert solids and packaging 

and discording as a solid waste, may be required. 

2.4 Leached-Hull Monitoring 

Neutron-act ivat ion analysis Is being tested for monitoring the leached hulls to 

9 
detect the presence of unleoched fue l . In this method, the hulls ore irradiated wi th 

neutrons from a neutron accelerator and the "delayed" neutrons ore counted (Fig. 2). 

Both stainless steel and Z i rca loy-2 hulls con be monitored and 235( j , •^'^'^U, and ''^'^"Pu 

con be readily detected. Tests are being conducted wi th on 8- in. -d iam by 5 - f t - ta l l 

basket of hulls that contain various amounts of 235u (Fig. 3). The instrument w i l l 

readily detect as l i t t l e as 6 mg of •^'^^U in a single hull and Is quite sensitive to 

uniformly distributed fissionable material . Uniform distribution of 100 mg of ^'' '^U 

in the leached hulls in an 8 - i n . height of 8- In. -d iam basket corresponds to a leaching 

loss of about 0.02% for a fuel containing 2 % ^"^^U; thus, the instrument appears to 

be sensitive enough and should be quite useful for rapid monitoring of leaching losses. 

Development of the instrument is continuing. 

2.5 Shearing Tests on Second Generation Fuel Elements 

The spacing between fuel rods in the fuel elements of the first power reactor 

cores was, in general, maintained by r igid grids or by brazing the fuel tubes to each 
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other, in the newer fuel elements, these r ig id Intermediate spacers have been replaced 

by grids in which the tubes are retained and spaced by small leaf springs or crossed 

wires. An example of such an assembly is the Elk River Core II ( T h 0 2 - U 0 2 ) fuel 

assembly in which the fuel tubes ore supported at intermediate points wi th leaf spring 

gr id assemblies. Since the rods ore less r ig id ly restrained than in the first cores, i t 

was thought that shearing into uniform lengths might be more d i f f icu l t . An Elk River 

Core II fuel assembly (porce la in- f i l led to simulate T h 0 2 - U 0 2 ) was successfully 

sheared into 1-in. sections (Fig. 4). A l l terminal pieces of tubing were 2 In. long 

except that two pieces were 2.5 i n . , one was 3 i n . , and one was 4 in . long. The 

leaf springs remained mainly as connected metal strips. Similar results were obtained 

w i th even larger assemblies such as the Consolidated Edison Core B fuel element. With 

these newer fuels, i t is necessary to use sharp shear blades wi th the clearance between 

f ixed and moving blades not exceeding 3 to 5 mils to ensure complete cutt ing of the 

gr id assemblies and of the perforated element sheath, when present. However, the 

gr id assemblies tend to remain more or less intact and the perforated sheath yields long, 

f l a t , metal strips, complicating the shearing operation and basket loading. For this 

reason, an alternative shearing method, consisting in removing the tubes from the g r i d -

sheath assemblies prior to shearing and then shearing the fuel rods as a loose bundle, 

has been tested and is satisfactory. 

3. GRIND-LEACH PROCESS DEVELOPMENT FOR GRAPHITE-BASE HTGR FUELS 

The gr ind- leach process (Fig. 5) for grophlte-bose HTGR fuels that contain 

coated fuel particles consists in grinding or crushing the fuel fol lowed by leaching the 
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powdered product wi th a suitable reagent. The grinding or crushing operation must 

effect rupture of a l l of the fuel part ic le coatings to ensure satisfactory leaching. 

Hence, the process Is applicable to a l l types of cooted-port ic le HTGR fuels, including 

those having refractory coatings such as SIC or AI2O3 on the particles. Ground 

fuels containing UO2 or uranium-thorium carbides con be leached with n i t r ic acid 

alone; however, those containing Th02 or T h 0 2 - U 0 2 w i l l require ni t r ic acid wi th 

a trace of HF as the leachont. After leaching, the residual graphite Is separated from the 

product solution and is washed to ensure maximum recovery of the uranium and thorium. 

The graphite residue is discarded as a waste. The disposal method w i l l be strongly 

influenced by the amount of radioact iv i ty remaining in the graphite. 

The acid ic solutions obtained by leaching carbide-bearing fuel may require 

addit ional chemical treatment to destroy the soluble organic compounds derived from 

carbide hydrolysis, i f these compounds prove to be detrimental to solvent extraction 

performance. After pretreatment, the product solution is concentrated and the uranium 

and thorium are recovered by solvent extract ion. 

Laboratory- and small-scale engineering work was conducted wi th unirradiated 

Peach Bottom fuel compacts to study crushing, gr inding, and leaching. These tests 

ore described in the fo l lowing sections. Feed preparation and solvent extraction studies 

on leach liquors derived from carbide-bearing fuels are In progress and hot -ce l l tests 

of the process are planned for the future. 

3.1 Size Reduction: Crushing and Grinding of HTGR Fuel 

Rough crushing of fuel compacts is desirable as a first step to prepare a smal i-

part ic le-s ize feed for the f inal f ine grinding or crushing step. Unirradiated Peach 
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Bottom fuel compacts were rough-crushed by a conventional hammer mi l l having f ixed 

hammers on a 15- in.-d iam by 8- in . - long rotor operating at 845 rpm, wi th the 

discharge bars set for l / 8 - i n . - w i d e slots. A 75% y ie ld of -6-mesh material was 

obtained in a single pass. This indicates that production of a 100% -6-mesh product 

suitable for feed to a f ine grinder material should present no problem. 

Early work on fine grinding showed that a high-speed hammer mi l l was 

excessively worn when HTGR fuels containing SIC-coated particles were ground to 

35-mesh (500-f j ) particles. Boll mi l l ing was also investigated br ief ly but was 

unattractive because of low grinding rates, the large variat ion in product size, and 

the batchwise nature of the operation. 

The rol l crusher was selected as the f ine-gr inding method because the maximum 

dimension of the crushed product is determined quite accurately by the clearance between 

the rolls; thus, product classification equipment and recycle of oversize material can 

be avoided. Furthermore, the roll crusher is a very simple, continuously operated 

machine and should be quite satisfactory for remote use. The size reduction that con 

be obtained in a rol l crusher is a function of the feed part ic le diameter, the roll diameters, 

the spacing between rolls (approximately equal to the product diameter), and the 

coeff ic ient of f r ic t ion between the feed material and the roll surfaces. This is expressed 

12 . . . 

OS the jdngie of n ip , and this angle is of importance for predicting the size reduction 

rat io per pass. With a mi l l having 8- in . -d iam rol ls, the angle of nip was determined 

to be only 12* for Peach Bottom fue l , primari ly because of the low coeff icient of 

f r ic t ion between the fuel and the smooth steel rolls. The true angle of nip may be 

somewhat less than 12** because this machine was not suff iciently r igid to maintain 
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a preset rol l spacing. Despite the problems with this machine, 80% of a -6-mesh 

feed could be crushed to -140 mesh (105 \i) in three passes through the m i l l , 

decreasing the roll clearance from 0.045 in . for the first pass to 0.002 in . for the 

f ina l passes. Reduction of the part ic le size to -140 mesh was sufficient to ensure 

rupture of a l l the fuel part ic le coatings. The +140 mesh fraction remained close to 

20% after the second and third passes and actual ly increased wi th the fourth pass 

through the mi l l . The explanation for this anomaly is that the roll mi l l also compresses 

a great number of smaller part icles (primarily from the -140+325 mesh range) into 

relat ively large but very thin flakes. These flakes were up to 3000 |J in diameter 

but were only about 50 to 140 p thick. Therefore, the effectiveness of a roll crusher 

in fracturing coated particles can be much greater than is indicated by a sieve analysis 

of the product. 

Machine throughput was measured at several values of rol l spacing, rol l speed, 

and nominal feed size but the data were inconclusive. A tentative conclusion was 

that o rol l speed of 200 rpm gave a grinding rate for unfueled graphite of 50 to 200 

g/min for 2 - in . -w ide rollers. We estimate that on improved rol l crusher wi th 8- in . -d iam 

by 12- in.- long rolls should be able to -16-mesh HTGR fuel feed to -140 mesh in a 

single pass at a rote of about 400 kg/day. 

On the basis of information obtained wi th the 8- in . -d iam rol l crusher, on improved 

machine was designed and bu i l t at ORNL (Fig. 6). The 12- in.-diam rolls of this 

machine are designed to produce -140-mesh product in a single pass, from -12-mesh 

material. Two aspects of the design and fabrication received special attent ion: The 

rol l spacing mechanism was improved to make i t very r ig id , and a very small clearance 
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con be maintained between the ends of the rolls and the side plates to minimize by 

passing. A heavy coi l spring bearing against the moveable rol l yoke acts in a 

direct ion to force the rolls away from each other; this preloads the spacing adjustment 

mechanism and helps ensure that there is the least possible change in rol l spacing in 

going from zero throughput to maximum throughput. Preliminary results indicate the 

machine w i l l grind -4-mesh graphite to -12 mesh at a rote of 120 kg/hr ; the f inal 

pass to produce -140-mesh material can be done at a rate of about 22 kg/hr. 

3.2 Laboratory-Scale Leaching Studies 

An investigation aimed at determining optimum conditions for leaching crushed 

carbide-containing graphite fuels has been in i t iated in the laboratory. The results 

obtained thus for showed that the highest uranium and thorium recoveries were achieved 

wi th boi l ing 13 to 16 M HNO3 . Fluoride was not required in the leachont as a 

dissolution catalyst for the carbide particles but would be required i f the particles 

contained Th02 . 

The leaching studies were conducted wi th unirradiated prototype Peach Bottom 

fuel that contained about 3% uranium and 14% thorium as carbon-coated ThC2-UC2 

particles dispersed in a graphite matrix. The fuel was roll-crushed to -140 mesh, 

and small samples were leached wi th suff icient reagent to produce solutions 0.2 M in 

/ 

U + Th i f a l l the uranium and thorium were dissolved. After leaching, the residues 

were washed thoroughly to ensure maximum recovery of solubil ized uranium and thorium 

In addit ion to determining the amounts of uranium and thorium leached, the leachote 

and wash solutions were analyzed for carbon, present in these solutions as soluble 
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organic compounds. The amount of carbon found in solution was compared wi th that 

or ig inal ly present in the fue l , assuming that the carbon content (9.3%) of the ThC2-UC2 

particles represented combined carbon (carbide). 

In 5-hr leaches wi th boi l ing n i t r ic acid solutions fol lowed by water-washing of 

the residues, uranium recoveries increased from about 99.6 to 99.8% as the n i t r ic ac id 

concentration increased from about 2 to 13 M; the corresponding increase in thorium 

recovery was from about 98 to 99.2% (Table 2). A similar behavior was noted wi th 

n i t r ic ac id solutions that were 0.05 M in HF. Uranium and thorium recoveries were 

not s igni f icant ly increased by the addit ion of HF to the leachont. Slight, but possibly 

signif icant, increases in recoveries were obtained when the residues were washed wi th 

10 M HNO3 instead of water. These results, however, may merely show that the 5-hr 

leaching period is insuff icient for maximum recovery of uranium and thorium. This 

hypothesis was for t i f ied by other experiments in which the fuel was leached with two 

successive batches of fresh, bo i l ing , 13 M HNO3 . In these experiments, recovery of 

about 99.9% of both uranium and thorium was achieved. 

The f inal solutions always contained soluble organic compounds, the products of 

the reaction of the ThC2-UC2 wi th n i t r ic ac id . The amount of carbon found in solution 

corresponded to 13 to 50% of the carbide carbon. The effect of the soluble organic 

compoi/nds on feed-preparation procedures and on solvent extraction is being investigated. 

Preliminary results indicate that foaming is encountered in the Thorex feed adjustment 

13 
operation. Earlier work wi th uranium carbides indicates that the organic material 

may cause emulsion formation and increased settl ing times during solvent extraction. 
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Table 2. Uranium and Thorium Recoveries After Leaching 
of Roll-Crushed Peach Bottom Fuel 

Fuel crushed to -140 mesh. Boiling leachont used in each cose. 
Leaching time = 5 hr 

Leachont 
Composition 

H N O - HF 

Wash 
Recover 

U 

99.6 

99.7 

99.8 

99.8 

99.8 

99.8 

99.8 

99.7 

99.9 

99.8 

•ies (%) 
Th 

98.2 

99.1 

99.2 

98.8 

96.9 

99.0 

99.4 

99.5 

99.9 

99.9 

Carbide Carbon 
in Leachote 

(% of original) 

24 

31 

13 

— 

50 

32 

— 

22 

— 

52 

2.0 Water 

5.0 

13.0 

15.8 

2.0 

5.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

0 

0 

0 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

Water 

Water 

Water 

Water 

Water 

Water 

Water 

10 M HNO3 

10 M HNO3 

/ 
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This was minimized by permanganate oxidation to destroy the orgonlcs. Investigations 

are under way to see i f the Thorex feed preparation boildown w i l l el iminate the 

objectionable organic material or i f addit ional treatment w i l l be required. 

3.3 Engineering-Scale Leaching Studies 

Preliminary experiments confirmed that f ine grinding of Peach Bottom fuel to 

-140 mesh was necessary to rupture of a l l fuel part icle coatings. Also, continuous, 

control led addit ion of fuel to the acid in the leocher was found desirable to minimize 

foaming. After this, leaching equipment was bui l t to process as much as 5 kg of 

ground fuel per batch as a slurry in 10 liters of leachont. The leocher was a heated 

4- in . -d iam vessel provided w i th on a i r - l i f t sparger and an external slurry recirculation 

l ine to provide good mixing. Crushed fuel was fed at a control led rate to the leocher 

by a pneumatic transport system. The f i l ter was a 6- in . -d iam vessel with a granular-

alumina—perforoted-metol-plote f i l ter coke support. 

The flowsheet conditions and leaching results ore summarized in Fig. 7 for the 

first experiment. The leaching acid contained f luoride; however, as noted in the 

laboratory studies, i t was probably unnecessary, in the experiment, the rate of addit ion 

of ground fuel to the leocher was l imited to about 75 g/min by the generation of foam 

from the in i t ia l reaction wi th the boi l ing ac id. During the 7-hr reaction period, the 

ground fuel was kept suspended in the leocher by boi l ing and by the sparger. The 

slurry was then transferred by vacuum to the f i l ter vessel, where the graphite residue 

was separated from the leach liquor and water washes by vacuum f i l t ra t ion. Solution 

samples taken during leaching showed that the concentration of dissolved carbon reached 
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c peck value of about 3.5 g/ l i ter in 1.5 hr (approximate!/ 0.75 hr after adding 

all ir.e graphite to the leacher) end slowly decreased to ".15 g/li ter at the end of 

the 7-hr leaching period. 

The resulrs oF the first run indicated rhat 99.65% of rhe u.'cr.ium end 99.33% 

c; ..".e rhoriurn was recovered from rhe fuel, in good agreement wl.'n :r.£ results of 

.cbo.-ctory work. Addiriona! washing o." a portion of vhe residue wivh hot 0.1 M HNO3 

showed that losses could be reduced slightly at the cost of approximately doubling the 

volome of rhe product end doub.ing me washing rime. However, cs 'riO:ad in the 

icoorctory leeching experim.ents, washing with ccncentraree ccid may be more effective 

',:. reewcing the losses to a very low level. The ecid wesh couid then be used as the 

.cechent for the next bevch. Additionel experimentation is under way. 

3.4 Filtration of Graphite S.urries 

Measjremenrs of the permeability to 0.1 M HINO3 of 1-to-2.5-vt-deep beds 

o." ."he -14C-r.'^^n residue from the experiment described in Sect. 3.3 were correlated 

by rhe equation V = 0.9 (Ap/L) (l/j-i), where V is ihe flow rate through the bed In 

gel hr" fr~ ; (A^/L) is vhe pressure drop rhrough the bed in psi per ft of bed; and p , 

vna solution viscosity, is in centipoises (Fig. 8), The bed depth L can be calculated 

by assuming •:'r.c'; vne density of the grcphire set.-.ed uneer 0.1 M h N 0 3 is about 

C.oC g/cm"^, en average value devermined in previous experiments. These results 

inc.ce 'e that vacuum filtration will be satisfactory if tne filter cake is not very deep. 

On .ne other hend, if other consieeretions such es crivicc.ity requirem.ents dictate a 

;mc..-eiam.e.-£r filter vessel, the resulting filter cake me/ be quite deep, thus mioking 

C/ressjre fi!.-.-c:ion more attractive then vacuum filtration. 
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4. BURN-LEACH PROCESS DEVELOPMENT FOR GRAPHITH-3ASE HTGR FUELS 

The burn-leach process (Fig. 9) for graphlte-bcse HTGR fuel consists in 

crushing the fuel to a suitable size and feeding i t to e f lu id ized-bed burner where the 

graphite end carbide carbon are converted to CO2 and CO gases. The resulting fuel 

oxides are then dissolved in f luor ide-catalyzed ni t r ic acid end, cfver feed adjustment, 

uranium and tho.'ium are recovered by solvent extraction. The f lu lc ized-bed burner 

perm.its high combustion rates at re lat ively low temperatures, produces a f ree- f lowing 

ash, and Is easily operated. 

Engineering feasibi l i ty of the burn-leach process was established in small-scale 

15 . . 

experiments wi th unirradiated fue l . The principal process problem Is whether the 

bj.'ner off-gas can be decontaminated suff iciently to permit Its release to the atmosphere 

Hot-ce l l tests are currently under way at ORNL to demonstrate the process. The 

principal object ive of these experiments is to determine the extent of vo lat i l izat ion of 

fission products Into the off-gas and ro test various methods for off-gas cleanup. 

Suppsemental objectives are to determine the amount of fission product deposited on 

the burner surfaces and to study leaching, feed preparation, and solvent extraction 

performance. 

As a guide to these experiments, the fission product act iv i ty of the burner off-gas 

was estimated for a plant processing HTGR fuel wi th a C/Th ratio of 200 and a 

235yy'232j|^ ratio of 0.068. The calculations were made for a burnup of 84,000 

Mwd/ ton , w i th 2100 days Irradiation and 250 days of cool ing. The fission products 

Kr, Ru, Te, Cs, Se, and Tc were found to be the only ones that would vo la t i l i ze 

signi f icant ly as oxides during combustion. Since the composition of vhe burner off-gas 
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(".^P devermined experimentally (5% C O , 5% O o , and 90% COo) is a nonequlllbrlumi ' 
O _ _ _ < 
5 mixture, one cannot predict whether oxidation or reduction (by CO) of the fission i 
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products w i l l have the predominating inf luence. Oxid iz ing conditions were assumed, O 

since fission product vo la t i l i za t ion Is most l ikely to occur under this condit ion; and, 

hence, the fission product vo la t i l i za t ion results predicted by cclculet ion would tend 

to be conservative compared to those obtained In actual f lu id ized-bed combustion. 

The results of the calculations (Fig. 10) roughly substantiate tube furnace combustion 

experiments and Indicate that appreciable vo la t i l i za t ion of fission product oxides may 

occur at 75Q°C. If the off-gas Is cooled to room temperature and passed through 

or 

absoiute f i l ters before discharge, then Kr w i l l be the principal ac t iv i ty In the gas and 

w i l i .".ot normally represent an atm.ospheric disposal problem. Another tentative con

clusion is that the fission products noted above may tend to reflux between the hot 

f lu id ized bed and the burner fil."ers, thus creating a heating problem In the burner i f al lowed 

to accumulate indef in i te ly. Resolution of these problems must await the results of the 

hot -ce l l experiments; so i t is premature to draw f inal conclusions from the preceding 

data. 

5. ADSORPTION OF PROTACTINIUM O N UNFIRED VYCOR 

Adsorption of protactinium on unfired Vycor has the capabil i ty of producing low-

232, 233 

U-content U from highly irradiated power reactor fuels. The process for recover

ing Pa by adsorption on unfired Vycor glass was demonstrated In hot-cel l exper i -

.'.Tenvs wi th feeds prepared by dissolving sol-gel thoria fuel specimens in boi l ing 

13 M HNO3—0.05 M HF—0.1 M A I ( N 0 3 ) 3 . The specimens had been irradiated 
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to about 5000 Mwd/metr ic ton In an average unperturbed neutron flux of 2.6 x 10 

and decayed 27 days. 

As an example of the results obtained In the hot-cel l runs. Fig. 11 shows the 

data obtained In an experiment with 100- to 120-mesh unfired Vycor. About 97% 

of rhe protactinium was adsorbed from a solution containing 126 mg Th per ml, 

233 . 12 -1 - 1 

0.82 mg U per ml , 54 mg Pa per l i ter, and 1.4 x 10 gamma counts min ml 

The solution was 11.4 M In HNO3 , 0.05 M In HF, 0.1 M In A1(N03)3 and was 

passed through a column 0.9 cm In diameter and 17 cm long containing 7 g of unfired 
0 0 0 

Vycor. A t a f low rate of about 1 ml /min , the column was loaded to 3.1 mg of Pa 

per gram of glass. The loaded column had to be cooled wi th water to prevent boi l ing. 

The Vycor was washed wi th about eight column volumes of 10 M HNO3—0.1 M A i ( N 0 3 ) 3 

at a f low rate of 0.5 ml /mln . This removed 1.5% of the adsorbed protactinium. The 

remainder of the protactinium was then eluted wi th 0.5 M oxal ic ac id. The first 15 ml 

of product contained about 96% of the protactinium at an average concentration of 

1.46 mg/ml or about 25 times the concentration of protactinium In the feed. The eluant 

sample having the peak Pa concentration (2,86 mg/ml) had to be di luted to prevent 

bo i l ing. The protactinium product was decontaminated for zirconium-niobium, rare 

earths, thorium, and uranium by factors of 5.5, 4.8 x 10 , — 1 x 10 , and — 5.7 x 10 , 

233 

respectively. The U which would be obtained from the decay of the protactinium 

would contain only about 0.1 TO 0.5 ppm of U. 

Radiation appeared to have l i t t le or no effect on the unfired Vycor glass. A 

second experiment, using this same column, showed very nearly the same adsorption 

end stripping characteristics. 
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In a more optimized process for recovering protactinium, the Vycor would 

probably be loaded to about 2.5 mg of Pa per gram of glass to ensure 99% 

adsorption of the protactinium. This would result In slightly lower losses in the 

wash step and perhaps lower protactinium concentrations in the product but would 

have no effect on the product purity. 

Other experiments showed that si l ica gel was sl ightly less effective and zirconium 

phosphate was only half as effective for protactinium recovery. Suitable stripping 

methods were not found for zirconium phosphate. 

6. CLOSE-COUPLED PROCESS STUDIES 

S^^ 233 239 

The gamma act iv i ty associated wi th dauwiers of both U and Pu recycled 

from power reactors necessitates shielding for fuel fabricat ion. Since this shielding 

is required,only a partial decontamination from fission products may be necessary during 

chemical processing. Fuel cycle cost reduction may also be achieved i f processing 

and fabrication plants are close-coupled and perhaps located at the reactor station. 

The purpose of this program is to study simpl i f ied, low-cost, chemical processing 

metnods that w i l l y ie ld a product decontaminated from fission products by a factor of 

about 1000 and that w i l l be suitable as a feed for the sol-gel process for remote fuel 

re f ^b r l ca t i on . In i t ia l emphasis Is on the thorium fuel cyc le; later we w i l l consider 

the problems of l iquid-metal-cooled fast-breeder reactors. The best application of 

close-coupled processing in the immediate future may be for the HTGR's; however, 

for in i t ia l evaluarlon of the principle of close-coupled processing, we are considering 

a conventional Z i rca loy-c lad T h 0 2 - U 0 2 fuel for which processing technology Is 

wel l developed. 
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6.1 Chemical and Equipment Development 

The chemical development program In i t ia l l y consisted of evaluating processing 

methods other than solvent extraction to see if any would be more suitable for a close-

18 
coupled plant. A number of possible methods such as peroxide, oxalate, and 

phosphate precip i tat ion, and electrodialysis, were Investigated; however, anion 

exchange was the only method that gave promise of being developed into a workable 

process. However, resin capacity and decontamination were low, thus creating a 

recycle problem and requiring several cycles of anion exchange. It was concluded 

that solvent extraction Is st i l l the best choice for uranium and thorium recovery in a 

close-coupled plant such as the Thorium-Uranium Recycle Faci l i ty. 

We then Investigated a batch di f ferent ial solvent extraction system to see I f I t 

was more suitable than continuous solvent extraction for a small plant. With 30% TBP 

in n-dodecane as the solvent and a feed that was 1.62 M Th, 0.13 M U, and 0.1 M 

acid def ic ient , more than 99.9% of the uranium and 48% of the thorium were extracted 

in 3.3 volumes of solvent. The decontamination factor of the uranium from gross gamma 

act iv i ty was 1400. Continuing the extraction unti l 9.8 volumes of solvent were used 

resulted In the extraction of 95% of the thorium and lowering the overall decontamination 

factor to 100. The remaining 5% of the thorium would have to be recycled to avoid 

lowering the overall decontamination factor below 100. Further testing showed that 

about 25% of the f luoride and about 40% of the zirconium dissolved in the leaching 

was extracted. The f luor ide. In part icular, would be highly undesirable in the recon

stituted fue l . A high-thor ium-content, dense, second organic phase w i l l form in TBP 

extraction of thorium If the solubi l i ty of the TBP-thorlum complex is exceeded. This 
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second phase was encountered In laboratory experiments but caused no d i f f icu l ty . 

However, batch extraction tests In a small pulsed column were unsuccessful because 

an aqueous—second-organic-phase emulsion formed and the organic holdup In the 

column was excessive, even at very low throughput rates. For these and other 

reasons, we concluded that batch extraction for uranium and thorium recovery was 

undesirable. We are now concentrating on Improving the continuous Thorex solvent 

extraction process. 

6.2 Conceptual Plant Studies 

A.conceptual engineering design and preliminary economic evaluation was made 

for a small close-coupled plant for processing, at a rate of 165 kg/day, Z I rca loy-c lad, 

v ibrator! ly-packed sol-gel (U-Th)02 fuel irradiated to at least 20,000 Mwd/metr ic ton. 

This particular capacity and fuel type (metal-c lad oxide) was chosen to permit com

parison of the close-coupled plant w i th a small on-site plant of similar capacity but 

for low-enrichment uranium fue l , very good decontamiination of the products, and 

conventional direct fabr icat ion. The ground rules and cost assumptions used In the 

close-coupled study were pract ical ly the same as those used in the small-plant study. 

In our study. It was assumed that batch-di f ferent ial solvent extraction was used in the 

processing plant; when this proved impract ical , the study was repeated to estimate 

costs for a s ingle-extract ion-cycle continuous-extraction system. We found that the 

difference in costs between the batch and the continuous processes was insignif icant. 

The close-coupled plant was assumed to be fu l ly integrated wi th a 1000-Mw (electr ical) 

reactor station and Included (1) underwater fuel element storage and dismantling; 
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(2) a remote maintenance shear-leach head-end, wi th feed adjustment, acid recovery, 

h igh- level off-gas treatment, and h igh- and low- level waste evaporation equipment 

in the same area; (3) solvent extraction wi th 30% TBP followed by sol preparation 

according to simplif ied method based on extract ion, with a long-chain amine, of the 

nitrate from blended uranium and thorium nitrate product solutions; (4) gel formation, 

f i r ing , sizing; and (5) fuel fabrication In an adjoining remotely operated fac i l i t y 

19 . . . 2 0 
similar in design to TURF. Capital costs for the processing plant were estimated 

from preliminary conceptual equipment and bui lding layouts; operating costs were 

21 . 
derived by adjusting published data to an integrated fac i l i ty of relat ively small 

size and adding perpetual care waste storage charges derived from computer calculations, 

23 
Capital costs for the fabrication plant were estimated by computer and operating costs 

for the fabricat ion plant were estimated on roughly the same basis as for the chemical 

plant. Fully developed technology was assumed and a frugal approach was used on 

plant staffing and overhead. 

The processing and remote fabrication cost (Table 3) of $156/kg (U + Th) cannot 

be compared wi th today's costs because experience Is not avai lable for remote fabricat ion. 

However, the processing cost component Is estimated to be about $75/kg (U + Th) 

21 
compared to the published NFS price of about $78/kg (U + Th) for processing the 

Indian Point Reactor Th02 core. This comparison is encouraging, considering that the 

close-coupled plant throughput is one-third of the NFS rating for thorium and the 

processing product Is a denltrated, mixed U-Th sol suitable for gel formation. However, 

the thorium fuel cycle st i l l costs more than low-enrichment uranium. For example, 

24 
the small on-site plant study estimated a cost of $120/kg of low-enrichment uranium. 

22 
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Table 3. Capital and Operating Costs for a Small 
Close-Coupled Processing Plant 

Capital Cost 

Processing building and equipment $ 7,430,000 
Fabrication bui lding and equipment 5,300,000 
Startup cost, processing plant° 1,420,000 
Startup cost, fabrication plant° 1,448,000 

Total capital investment $15,598,000 

L 

Annual Operating Cost 

Capital amortization at 2 2 - 1 / 2 % per year $ 3,510,000 
Processing plant (direct costs) 1,420,000 
Fabrication plant (direct costs) 2,556,000 
Solid waste 75,000 
High- level waste storage 282,000 
Medium-level waste storage 153,000 

Total annual operating cost $ 7,996,000 

$156/kg (U + Th) 

a One year's operating cost, excluding waste storage and fuel element hardware. 

Exclusive of inventory charges and cost for U + Th makeup. 
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This indicates that the more complex thorium processing system and remote fabrication 

for metal-c lad oxide fuel costs about 30% more than low-enrichment uranium oxide 

fuel using high-decontamination processing and direct fabricat ion. Thus, i t appears 

that the future of the thorium cycle lies wi th the advanced converters, such as the 

HTGR, where the unique advantages of thorium as a fuel can be realized. Extra 

head-end costs, perhaps amounting to as much as $134/kg (U + Th) in the case of HTGR 

15 
fuels, may be charged for processing in existing plants. Therefore, we think that 

small close-coupled plants may be a desirable Interim solution to minimize cost dis

advantages of thorium fuel unt i l large central thorium fuel cycle plants can be justi f ied. 

/ 

i 
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